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Abstract: Network associated with the set of elements and linearly ordered subset of elements, known as paths,

satisfying the switching property is an abstract network. Due to the switching property, flows crossing at intersections

are diverted to the non-crossing sides. Each element of an abstract network is equipped with two types of integral

capacities: one is movement capacity which transships the flow from an element to its adjacent element and another

is the storage capacity which holds the flow at the element. Due to insufficient movement capacity of intermediate

elements, flow out from the source may not reach at the destination. If the flow out from the source is more than the

minimum cut capacity, then the problem associated with the settlement of excess flow at appropriate intermediate

elements is termed as network flow with intermediate storage. In this paper, we discuss the static and dynamic

flow models with intermediate storage in an abstract network using temporal repetition of flow. We solve abstract

maximum dynamic flow and contraflow problems with intermediate storage.
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1. Introduction

A disaster is a disruption occurring over a short or long period of time that causes massive loss

of human, material, economic or environment. A very efficient post disaster evacuation planning

is essential to minimize the losses. At the time of evacuation, evacuees are to be shifted from

danger zones (sources) to safety places (sinks) as quickly and efficiently as possible. In contrast to

evacuation planning problems based on the flow conservation constraints at intermediate elements,

evacuation planning problem with intermediate storage deals with the settlement of excess flow

at intermediate elements. By holding the excess flow not reaching to the destination at compar-

atively safer intermediate shelters, it maximizes the number of evacuees leaving the danger zone.

To address such problems in classical network, Pyakurel and Dempe [19] introduced the concept of

network flow with intermediate storage and presented polynomial time algorithm to solve the max-

imum dynamic flow problem. Pyakurel and Dempe [21] investigated universal maximum dynamic

flow with intermediate storage and presented efficient algorithms in general as well as two-terminal
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series parallel networks. To transship more than one commodity, Khanal et al. [11] introduced

the maximum multicommodity flow problem with intermediate storage and presented efficient al-

gorithm to solve it. Not only in evacuation planning, intermediate storage is highly applicable for

different demand-supply chains like commodity supply, electricity distribution, water supply, etc.

In two way network topology, an important scenario after disaster is that the paths towards

the risk zones are almost empty (i.e., no flow on paths towards the danger zones). The optimal use

of empty paths to maximize the flow and minimize the time of evacuation is possible by a widely

accepted technique, known as contraflow configuration. Kim et al. [15] presented a greedy heuristic

to produce high quality solutions and a bottleneck heuristic to deal with large scale evacuations.

The strongly polynomial time algorithms for maximum and quickest contraflow problems in two

terminal network with discrete time settings can be found in Rebenack et al. [27]. In continuous-

time settings, Pyakurel and Dhamala [20] introduced the dynamic contraflow model. By using

the natural transformation of Fleischer and Tardos [3], they have presented efficient algorithms to

solve the maximum, quickest, and earliest arrival flow problems with lane reversals. Pyakurel et

al. [25] introduced the concept of partial lane reversals in which only necessary arc capacities are

reversed to increase the flow value and unused arc capacities are saved for other emergency purposes

like logistic supports and facility locations. Models and solution strategies of different problems

regarding the evacuation plannings with/without contraflow can be found in [1, 6, 10, 12, 14, 23].

A network with capacitated elements and linearly ordered subset of elements, called paths, is

an abstract network. When two paths in abstract network cross at an element then there must be

a path that is a subset of the first path up to the crossing element and a subset of second path after

the crossing element, known as switching property. Hoffman [7] introduced the concept of abstract

flow by reviewing the first proof of max-flow-min-cut theorem of Ford and Fulkerson [4] with flows

in term of paths rather than on arcs. McCormick[18] provided a polynomial time algorithm by using

an oracle where input is an arbitrary subset of elements whose output is either a path contained in

that subset or states that no such path exists. He used the augmenting path structure satisfying the

complementary slackness condition: every positive path meets the cut set exactly at one common

element and every element of the cut is saturated. Martens and McCormick [17] extended the

result of [18] in more general case by using additional attribute of weight on paths. Martens [16]

presented unsplittable and k-splitable abstract network flows. Similarly, Kappmeier [9] presented

polynomial algorithm for lexicographic abstract maximum flow and used it to prove the existence

of abstract earliest arrival flow.

The concept of continuous maximum abstract contraflow problem is introduced by Pyakurel

et al. [22]. They have presented polynomial time algorithms to solve the problems. Similarly,

Pyakurel et al. [26] introduced the partial contraflow approach in abstract network by saving unused

capacities of the elements, and presented efficient algorithms for static, lexicographically maximum

static, maximum dynamic and earliest arrival partial contraflow problems. The polynomial time

algorithms to solve the maximum static, lexicographic maximum static and maximum dynamic

flow problems in abstract network and abstract contraflow network with intermediate storage can

be found in Pyakurel et al. [24]. The have introduced the formula of temporally repeated flow to

solve maximum dynamic flow with intermediate storage if the holding capacity of nodes is sufficient.
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By introducing the partial switching property, Khanal et al. [13] solved an abstract quickest flow

problem with partial switching of paths.

For a given set of source-sink paths with fixed transit times, if the flow is sent along the de-

composed paths repeatedly over the time with constant rate of flow, is called temporally repeated

flow. Ford and Fulkerson [5] introduced the temporally repeated flow in which a stationary maxi-

mal dynamic flow can be obtained by solving a transshipment problem associated with the static

network. This flow is known to be an optimal dynamic flow. Using the concept of temporally

repeated flow in classical network, Kappmeier et al. [8] presented the temporally repeated abstract

flow to obtain abstract flow over time from source to the sink. Here, we introduce the temporally

repeated flow on an abstract network from the source element to the sink as well as each of the

intermediate elements. With the help of intermediate storage, it maximizes the flow out from the

source in polynomial time complexity.

In this paper, we present mathematical models for static and dynamic flow problems with

intermediate storage. We introduce a temporally repeated flow with intermediate storage to obtain

the abstract maximum dynamic flow (MDF) if the storage capacity of each intermediate element is

sufficient (i.e., T times the sum of incoming capacities from its left elements through the paths) and

present a polynomial time algorithm to solve MDF problem. We also present a maximum dynamic

contraflow (MDCF) problem with intermediate storage using the temporally repeated flow and

present polynomial time solution strategy. We organize the paper as follows. Section 2 provides

the basic definitions and mathematical formulations of the flow models. In Section 3, we introduce

abstract temporally repeated flow to solve the maximum dynamic flow problem with intermediate

storage. Similarly, we solve abstract temporally repeated MDCF problem with intermediate storage

in Section 4. The paper is concluded in Section 5. To the best of our knowledge, problems

introduced in Section 3 and Section 4 and their solution strategies with temporally repeated flow

are investigated for the first time.

2. Mathematical Formulation of Flow Models

In this section, we give basic mathematical denotations that are used throughout the paper. We

also present static as well as dynamic flow models for abstract network with intermediate storage.

2.1. Basic Denotations. Consider a network N = (E,P) with finite set of elements E and the

collection of paths

P = {P ⊆ E : P has a linear order <P of elements in P} ⊆ 2E .

The collection P of paths contains source-sink (s-t) paths P as well as intermediate paths P[s→e]

from source s ∈ E to an intermediate element e ∈ E. Each element e ∈ E has the non-negative

integral movement capacity ue : E → Z+ which is used to send flow from the element e to its

adjacent element and the storage capacity ve : E → Z+ which is used to hold flow at e. The order

of elements in the path P ∈ P is denoted by <P . An element a ∈ P is left of e on P if a <P e

and right of e if a >P e. Similarly, e ∈ P is said to be leftmost or first (rightmost or last) element

of P if there does not exist a in P such that a <P e (a >P e). For s-t path P , source s is the
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leftmost element and sink t is the rightmost element. Let EI = E \ {s, t} be the set of intermediate

elements.

Network N = (E,P) is an abstract network if it satisfies the switching property: ∀P,Q ∈ P
and intermediate element e ∈ P ∩Q, ∃R ∈ P such that R ⊆ P ×e Q

where,

P ×e Q = {a ∈ P : s ≤P a ≤P e} ∪ {a ∈ Q : e ≤Q a ≤Q t}.

Similar definition for switched path R ⊆ Q ×e P can be obtained. For simplicity, we use the

notations

P[s→e] = {a ∈ P : s ≤P a ≤P e} and P[e→t] = {a ∈ P : e ≤P a ≤P t}

to represent the elements on path P from source s up to e and that begins from e up to sink t,

respectively. Similarly,

P[s→e) = {a ∈ P : s ≤P a <P e}, and P(e→t] = {a ∈ P : e <P a ≤P t}

represent the elements on path P that are left of e and right of e, respectively. If P and Q are two

paths both containing e1 and e2, then it is possible to have e1 <P e2 but e1 >Q e2.

Throughout the paper, we consider that the storage capacity at source and sink elements are

sufficiently large, i.e., vs = vt ≤ ∞ and that of intermediate elements are finite. The movement

capacity of source and intermediate elements are finite (i.e., us <∞) and that of sink is zero (i.e.,

ut = 0). If the incoming movement capacity of an intermediate element e ∈ EI is more than the

outgoing movement capacity, then the excess flow is used to store at e. Moreover, for the uniqueness

of the solution, the storage capacity of e ∈ EI should be ve ≥
∑

P∈P:a∈P
ua ∀a <P e. Furthermore,

the incoming and outgoing movement capacities of source and sink are zero, respectively, except

for contraflow network.

2.2. Abstract Static Flow Model with Intermediate Storage. Consider an abstract network

N = (E,P) with path-flow xP : P → R+. Every path-flow xP induces a flow through each

element, denoted by xP (e) =
∑

P∈P:e∈P
xP . For all e ∈ E, if xP (e) ≤ ue and xP ≥ 0 then the path-

flow xP is feasible and an element e is said to be saturated with respect to x if xP (e) = ue. We

denote xoute =
∑
P∈Ae

xP and xine =
∑
P∈Be

xP as the total outflow from e and the total inflow into e,

respectively, where Ae and Be represent the set of outgoing paths from e and incoming paths into

e. Let ce : E → Z+ be the cost of transmission of flow per unit from e to its right element so that

cP =
∑
e∈P

ce.

Hoffman [7] generalized the max-flow-min-cut theorem of Ford and Fulkerson [4] for abstract

network flow without storage of flow at intermediate elements. Due to the bottleneck flow on each

paths, sending the flow with full movement capacity from source element greater than the minimum

cut capacity is impossible. To deal with this problem, Pyakurel and Dempe [19] introduced the

concept of intermediate storage for classical network flow. Using this concept in abstract network

flow, we aim to push the maximum flow outward from the source in which flow with minimum cut

capacity reaches to the sink and rest of the flow is to be stored at intermediate elements.
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We define the flow function xe : EI → R+ as the excess flow stored at element e ∈ EI . The

linear program for abstract static network flow with intermediate storage, as presented in [24], is

max
∑
P∈P

xP +
∑
e∈EI

xe(2.1)

s.t.
∑

P∈P:e∈P
xP ≤ ue ∀e ∈ E(2.2)

0 ≤ xine − xoute = xe ≤ ve ∀e ∈ EI(2.3)

xP ≥ 0 ∀P ∈ P(2.4)

ve ≥
∑

P∈P:a∈P
ua ∀e ∈ EI , a <P e(2.5)

Equation (2.1) is an objective function that refers to maximize the total flow reaching at sink t and

the excess flow stored at intermediate elements. Equation (2.2) represents the capacity constraint

of each element. The left inequality of Equation (2.3) represents the non-conservation of flow whose

right inequality indicates that the excess flow is bounded by the storage capacity of e. Similarly,

Equation (2.4) represents the non-negativity of the flow on each path and lower bound of storage

capacity is given in Equation (2.5).

2.3. Abstract Dynamic Flow Model with Intermediate Storage. Let us consider N =

(E,P, τ, T ) as the abstract dynamic network, where τ : E → Z+ be a non-negative transit time of

element e ∈ E that is necessary to transship the flow from e to its right element and T ∈ T be a

time horizon. If e and a are two consecutive elements on path P with e <P a, then flow traveling

through e at time θ reaches a at time θ+ τe. In discrete time setting, time horizon is discretized as

T = {0, 1, . . . , T}. For each s-t path P ∈ P, τP =
∑

a∈P[s→t)

τa denotes the traversal time of flow from

s to t and τP[s→e]
=

∑
a∈P[s→e)

τa denotes the traversal time of flow from s to intermediate element e

through the path P[s→e].

Let ψP (θ) : P × T → R+ be the dynamic s-t path-flow in discrete time θ ∈ T and ψe(θ) :

EI × T → R+ be the amount of excess flow stored at intermediate element e ∈ EI within time

θ ∈ T . Let ψout
e =

∑
P∈Ae

ψP and ψin
e =

∑
P∈Be

ψP denote the total outflow from e and inflow into e,

respectively. As in [24], the abstract dynamic flow model with intermediate storage is

max

T∑
θ=τP

∑
P∈P

ψP (θ) +

T∑
θ=τP[s→e]

∑
e∈EI

ψe(θ)(2.6)

s.t.
∑

P∈P:e∈P
ψP (θ) ≤ ue(θ) ∀e ∈ E, θ ∈ T(2.7)

0 ≤ ψin
e (θ)− ψout

e (θ) = ψe(θ) ≤ ve ∀e ∈ EI , θ ∈ T(2.8)

ψP ≥ 0 ∀P ∈ P(2.9)

ve ≥ T
∑

P∈P:a∈P
ua ∀e ∈ EI , a <P e,(2.10)
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The objective function in Equation (2.6) is to maximize the total flow reaching at t and the excess

flow stored at intermediate elements within time horizon T . Similarly, Equation (2.7) represents

the capacity constraint of each element at θ ∈ T and Equation (2.9) represents the non-negativity

of the flow on each path. Non-conservation of the flow at each time step θ is presented by the

left inequality of Equation 2.8 whose right inequality shows that the excess flow is bounded by the

storage capacity of e at each time θ ∈ T . The lower bounds of storage capacity of intermediate

elements is represented in Equation (2.10) which is essential for the existence of temporally repeated

flow.

3. Abstract Temporally Repeated MDF with Intermediate Storage

For a dynamic network N , let u and τ be non-negative capacity and transit time, respectively,

that are assigned to transship the flow from one element to its adjacent element via some path P .

As in Kappmeier [9], we define the the time expanded ground set ET by creating T + 1 copies of

elements for each time step θ ∈ T = {0, 1, . . . , T} as

ET = {eθ : e ∈ E, θ ∈ T }.

Flow starting from the source element at time θ reaches to an intermediate element e along path

P at θ +
∑

a∈P[s→e)
τa. The set of temporal paths P θ associated with path P ∈ P that start from

source element at time step θ is

P θ
[s→e] =

eβ ∈ ET : e ∈ E, β = θ +
∑

a∈P[s→e)

τa

 .

For the convenient notation, we use P θ instead of source-sink temporal paths P θ
[s→t]. The order of

elements in temporal path is same as in original path P . We represent the set of all paths reaching

to the intermediate element e and the sink element t within time horizon T by Pθ
[s→e],T and Pθ

T ,

respectively, and defined as

Pθ
[s→e],T =

P θ
[s→e] : P[s→e] ⊂ P ∈ P, θ ∈ T , θ +

∑
a∈P[s→e)

τa ≤ T


and

Pθ
T =

{
P θ : P ∈ P, θ ∈ T , θ +

∑
e∈P

τe ≤ T

}
,

Since the paths in (ET ,Pθ
T ) may not satisfy the switching property, Kappmeier [9] presented

time expanded network to obtain abstract maximum dynamic flow where paths P δ with delay

pattern δ are used to satisfy the switching property. Using this concept, we define the set of

temporal paths with delay pattern δ arriving at the intermediate element e and destination sink t
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within time T as

Pδ
[s→e],T =

P δ
[s→e] : P[s→e] ⊂ P ∈ P, δ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T}P ,

∑
a∈P[s→e)

(τa + δa) ≤ T


and

Pδ
T =

{
P δ : P ∈ P, δ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T}P ,

∑
e∈P

(τe + δe) ≤ T

}
,

respectively.

Lemma 3.1 ([9]). If an abstract network N = (E,P) preserves the order on paths, then the network

NT = (ET ,Pδ
T ) with path system Pδ

T is an abstract network.

Now, we introduce the abstract maximum dynamic flow problem with intermediate storage as

follows.

Problem 1. For a given abstract dynamic network N = (E,P, τ, T ), an abstract maximum dy-

namic flow problem with intermediate storage is to find the maximum flow leaving the source element

that is to be sent to the sink via s-t paths P ∈ P by allowing the maximum storage of excess flow at

intermediate elements e via paths P[s→e] ∀e ∈ EI with storage capacity ve ≥ T
∑

P∈P:a∈P
ua ∀a <P e

within the given time horizon T .

To solve the problem, we begin the procedure by fixing the priority of elements. As in Pyakurel

and Dempe [19], first priority is given to the sink to transship as much flow as possible. The excess

flow is to be stored at the intermediate elements with priority order as follows: For each e ∈ EI

with storage capacity ve ≥ T
∑

P∈P:a∈P
ua ∀a <P e, calculate the shortest distance dP[s→e]

from s by

using algorithm of Dijkstra [2]. It is to be noted that the temporally repeated solution exists only

if the elements have upper bound capacities. The minimum cost path is considered as the shortest

path and the priority is given to the farthest element among the elements of shortest distance. For

example, if dP[s→e1]
> dP[s→e2]

for e1, e2 ∈ EI , then e1 is higher in priority than e2 and is denoted

by e1 ≻ e2.

Let e1, . . . , er be r intermediate elements with priority order e1 ≻ e2 ≻ · · · ≻ er then set of all

prioritized element including sink is D = {t ≻ e1 ≻ · · · ≻ er}. For the notational convenient, if

we write t = e0 then set of prioritized elements becomes D = {e0 ≻ e1 ≻ · · · ≻ er}. As a solution

strategy, we introduce the temporally repeated solution with intermediate storage and present an

algorithm to solve Problem 1 herein.

3.1. Temporally Repeated Flow with Intermediate Storage. Temporally repeated flow,

introduced by Ford and Fulkerson, induces the maximum dynamic flow from the source to the

sink by repeating the constant rate of flow on source-sink paths with fixed transit times. Due to

the flow conservation constraint, every flow out from the source may not reach at the sink element.

Thus, the settlement of excess flow at intermediate elements plays an important role in evacuation

planning, [19]. To deal with this problem, we introduce the temporally repeated flow in abstract

network that transship the flow to the sink and intermediate elements with priority order which

maximizes the flow out from the source element.
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As the storage capacity of each prioritized intermediate element is ve ≥ T
∑

P∈P:a∈P
ua ∀e ∈

EI , a <P e, the temporally repeated flow on the sink and intermediate elements can be obtained

through the paths with waiting pattern δ as follows, [24]:

For e0 = t and P ∈ Pδ
T with ψP = min{ua : a ∈ P},

|ψ|e0,T =
∑
P

(T − τP + 1).ψP(3.1)

For intermediate element ei ∈ EI and P[s→ei] ∈ Pδ
[s→ei],T

⊆ Pδ
T with ei <P ej ,

|ψ|ei,T =
∑

P[s→ei]

[
(T − τP[s→ej ]

+ 1).ψei + (τP[s→ej ]
− τP[s→ei]

).ψP[s→ei]

]
(3.2)

where, |ψ|ei,T is the net flow at element ei within time T , ψP[s→ei]
= min{ua : a ∈ P[s→ei)} and

τP[s→ei]
=

∑
a∈P[s→ei)

(τa + δa).

Now we present an algorithm to solve Problem 1.

Algorithm 1: Abstract temporally repeated MDF algorithm with intermediate storage

Input : Given abstract dynamic network N = (E,P, τ, T ).
Output: Abstract temporally repeated MDF with intermediate storage on N .

(1) Compute the shortest distance dP[s→e]
∀e ∈ E by taking transit time as cost and using

Dijkstra’s algorithm.

(2) Fix the priority order as t = e0 ≻ e1 ≻ · · · ≻ er with first priority to the sink t = e0 and

priority for intermediate elements as dP[s→ei]
> dP[s→ei+1]

=⇒ ei ≻ ei+1, for

i = 1, . . . , r − 1.

(3) Calculate the temporally repeated flow for sink element by using Equation 3.1 and for the

the intermediate elements by using Equation 3.2.

Theorem 3.2. Abstract maximum dynamic flow with intermediate storage obtained by Algorithm 1

using temporally repeated flow is optimal for sink as well as each intermediate elements.

Proof. First we prove the feasibility of Algorithm 1. Step 1 is to find the shortest distance of each

element by using Dijkstra’s algorithm and Step 2 is to set priority order of elements, so both steps

are feasible. In Step 3, maximum flow at the sink element is obtained as in Ford and Fulkerson [5]

but for the intermediate elements, flow is stored using paths P[s→e], e ∈ EI within the time horizon

T . So, the flow obtained at each element is feasible.

Next, the optimality of Algorithm 1 is assured by the optimality of Step 3. The optimal flow

at sink element is obtained by [5]. Each flow out from the source element that can not reach the

sink is stored at either of the intermediate element in priority order. Thus, Algorithm 1 provides

the optimal abstract temporally repeated MDF with intermediate storage within the given time

horizon T . □

Theorem 3.3. Algorithm 1 solves Problem 1 in polynomial time.
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Proof. Since the time complexity of Step 1 is O(|E|2) and by sorting algorithm, complexity of Step 2

is O(|E| log(|E|)). Similarly, temporally repeated formula is applied for each element, so Step 3 can

be computed within the time O(|E|). Thus, Algorithm 1 solves an abstract MDF problem with

intermediate storage in polynomial time. □

4. Abstract Temporally Repeated MDCF with Intermediate Storage

In this subsection, we discuss the computation of an abstract maximum dynamic contraflow

(MDCF) problem with intermediate storage and solve it by using temporally repeated solution. In

two way network topology, contraflow means the reversal of the direction of movement capacity of

element towards the destination. At the time of disasters, every individual aims to move away from

the danger zones towards the safe zones so that paths towards the danger zone are almost empty.

Thus, contraflow technique helps to increase the movement capacity of elements by utilizing the

unused paths so that maximum amount of flow can be sent within the given time horizon.

Consider an abstract dynamic contraflow network N = (E,
←→
P , τ, T ), where E represents the

set of elements and
←→
P =

−→
P ∪

←−
P ∪

−→
P [s→e] ∪

←−
P [e→s] represents the set of two-way paths. Here,

−→
P

and
←−
P represent forward (P[s→t]) and backward (P[t→s]) source-sink paths, respectively. Similarly,

we represent
−→
P [s→e] and

←−
P [e→s] for forward and backward intermediate paths, respectively. Our

assumption is that the time to transship the flow from an element to its adjacent element in either

direction is same. Let τ : E → Z+ be a symmetric transit time between pair of consecutive

elements along a path. Then, τ−→
P [e→a]

= τ←−
P [a→e]

with e <−→
P
a and a <←−

P
e so that τ−→

P
= τ←−

P
and

τ−→
P [s→e]

= τ←−
P [e→s]

. The temporal component T represents the time horizon. For static network,

transit time τ is considered as cost c and time horizon T is absent. Contrary to general abstract

network, incoming movement capacity to the source and outgoing movement capacity from the sink

are nonzero for abstract contraflow network. Here, we introduce an abstract MDCF problem with

intermediate storage and solve it by using temporally repeated flow.

Problem 2. For a given abstract dynamic network N = (E,
←→
P , τ, T ), abstract maximum dynamic

contraflow problem with intermediate storage is to find the maximum flow leaving the source element

that is to be sent to sink via s-t paths
−→
P ∪
←−
P and allowing the storage of excess flow at intermediate

elements e via paths
−→
P [s→e] ∪

←−
P [e→s] ∀e ∈ EI with storage capacity ve ≥ T

∑
P∈P:a∈P ′

ua ∀a <P ′

e, P ′ =
−→
P ∪

←−
P within given time horizon T by reverting the direction of paths

←−
P and

←−
P [e→s] at

time zero.

To solve the problem, we construct an auxiliary network N̄ = (E, P̄, τ̄ , T ) by adding two-way

movement capacities between two consecutive elements. Here, P̄ represent the set of paths in an

auxiliary network obtained by reverting the direction of paths
←−
P and

←−
P [e→s] at time zero. The

movement capacity ūe and transit time τ̄e are defined as follows: For any two consecutive elements

e and a with e <−→
P
a and a <←−

P
e

ūe = u
e:e∈
−→
P
+ u

a:a∈
←−
P

where u
a:a∈

←−
P

= 0 if a /∈
←−
P and
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τ̄e =

{
τ
e:e∈
−→
P

if e <−→
P
a

τ
a:a∈

←−
P

otherwise.

We now present an algorithm to solve abstract MDCF problems using temporally repeated

flow. We first transform the given two-way network to an auxiliary network N̄ = (E, P̄, τ̄ , T ) and
construct cycle free paths on N̄ . On these cycle free paths, we solve abstract maximum dynamic

flow problem as described in Section 3 by using Algorithm 1 to obtain optimal solution to the

corresponding contraflow problem with intermediate storage.

Algorithm 2: Abstract temporally repeated MDCF algorithm with intermediate storage

Input : Given abstract two-way network N = (E,
←→
P , τ, T ).

Output: Abstract temporally repeated MDCF with intermediate storage on N .

(1) Construct an auxiliary network N̄ = (E, P̄, τ̄ , T ).
(2) Construct cycle free paths on N̄ satisfying the switching property.

(3) Compute abstract maximum dynamic flow on N̄ with intermediate storage using

Algorithm 1.

(4) A path
←−
P (
←−
P [e→s]) is reversed if and only if the flow along path

−→
P (
−→
P [s→e]) is greater than

its capacity or if there is a non-negative flow along path
−→
P (
−→
P [s→e]) /∈

←→
P .

Theorem 4.1. An optimal solution to an abstract MDCF problem with intermediate storage can

be obtained from Algorithm 2 by using temporally repeated flow.

Proof. As each step of Algorithm 2 are feasible, solution obtained from it is feasible. The optimality

of Algorithm 2 is dominated by the optimality of Step 3. We compute the abstract MDF in

auxiliary network in polynomial time complexity by using Algorithm 1, which is optimal. So

Algorithm 2 provides an optimal solution to an abstract MDCF problem with intermediate storage

using temporally repeated flow. □

Here, Step 1 of Algorithm 2 can be computed in O(|E|) time and Step 2 can be obtained in

polynomial time, [8]. Similarly, Step 3 can be obtained in polynomial time complexity by using

Algorithm 1. So the polynomial time solvability of Algorithm 2 is at hand.

Theorem 4.2. Algorithm 2 solves the abstract MDCF problems with symmetric transit times in

polynomial time complexity.

5. Conclusion

Abstract network permits the flows on paths rather than on arcs satisfying the switching

property. In literature, the lexicographically maximum flow, maximum flow over time and earliest

arrival flow problems have been solved efficiently in abstract networks. In this paper, we have

presented the abstract flow models with intermediate storage in static and dynamic networks. We

have solved the MDF problem with intermediate storage by using temporally repeated flow in

polynomial time complexity. Similarly, for two way network topology, we have solved abstract
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MDCF problem by using temporally repeated flow and present a polynomial time algorithm to

solve it . To the best of our knowledge, temporally repeated flow with intermediate storage to solve

MDF and MDCF problems in an abstract network topology is introduced for the first time.
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